
reflect / reflection look closely at yourself represent viewpoint signify imitate see yourself in others

challenge hiccup test preparation trip up snag leap over

edge of looking down stop and think view fall off precipice assess

hidden within ones self insular locked away isolated silence anxiety

puzzle lost way out many choices confused maze like cryptic

warm familiar belonging family blanket home bubble

peaceful away from it all meditate quietly altar haven shelter safe

deep feeling of guilt surprise forgotten hide reason could be considered underhand

long forgotten old long time past reacquaint early obsolete

guide friend follow listen wise adviser counsellor

go with flow energise cleanse swim sink drown against the flow

wisdom stability strength/might protective tolerance earth energy immovable

sensual relationship dating lifelong mutual follower enthusiast

busy stressed target wrecked rigid arrange plan

sense of belonging friction love and loyalty lost pressure relative domestic

heavy burden weighed down guilt holiday / vacation journey emotional baggage

trapped holiday change diversion ignore flee avoid

chance luck risk gamble unknown venture hazard

reap harvest a reward burst of hard work check timing sufficient yield

workplace politics modify promotion overwork pressure / stress remuneration

physical body exercise well-being fitness sport diet vigour

wish want alter fantasy desire prophecy aspiration

companion lonely bored fun share peer acquaintance

information forget repair attention action message effort

insufficient abundance require careful save finances materialistic

wait / waiting right time/sign cannot move / stop out of control why /  what is wrong controlled bigger picture

gap cross over easy if careful need build missing conduit

fool pretend joker fun/merriment lonely give/pleasure goofy

wheel of life repeat learning stuck around karma lessons move around

jump in rescue gut reaction trust / belief protective of others proud strong / strength
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The cards listed on this side of the leaflet are included within every deck (30 cards). The deck also contains a further 6 cards from those listed on the reverse of this leaflet. Every Oracle-X box is guaranteed to be
unique and therefore personally yours.  As you intuition grows, and if required, you can purchase additional cards from selected retailers, or direct from

Oracle-X is fully customisable, and owners will be able to build their ideal deck from a library of 780 cards that will be published over the next few years. It is not recommended that owners attempt to purchase
every card, but rather to shape their deck according to their needs. Oracle-X is able to grow alongside with you, allowing you to add new and appropriate cards as the circumstances within your life change.

Full guidance and further help can be found on the Oracle-X website.


